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Agenda
•Welcome and Getting Re-Connected
•How Unwrapping Affects Assessments
-Identifying Learning Targets
-Discussing Instruction and Pacing
-Building Consensus on Proficiency
•Designing Effective CFSs
-Choosing the Correct Item Types
-Planning a Valid Assessment
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Track Your Progress
Assessment Workshop Learning Targets
Shade each rectangle to show your current understanding of each target.
•I can unwrap my standards
into learning targets and decide
when to use common formative
assessments
•I can agree on what proficiency
for a learning target will look
like with my team.
•I can choose the right type of
assessment item based on the DOK
of the target.
•I can effectively plan a valid
common formative assessment.

Starting…

Getting There…

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Starting…

Getting There…

Questions I want to have answered…
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Got It!
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Got It!

What are Learning Targets
Learning targets are the increments of learning that make up the journey to
achieving the overall standard.
They include all of the skills and concepts students must acquire to master
the standard.
(Common) formative assessments are designed around learning targets
rather than standards.
Learning targets may be written as “I can” statements in student-friendly
language.
Protocol for Unwrapping Standards
Finding the learning targets to teach and assess
1. Circle the verbs (skills)
2. Underline the nouns (concepts) to be taught
3. Double underline any prepositional phrase (context)
4. Write separately each verb (skills) and noun (concept) combination as
a separate learning target.
5. If a prepositional phrase (the context) is included at the beginning or
the end of the standard, include it in the target.
6. Discuss the possible implicit learning targets. These often are
prerequisite skills (not taught in prior year or course) that students have
to learn.
7. Discuss the order in which the targets will be taught. Are there some
that cross into multiple units of instruction? Are there some that are
developed over time?
8. For each learning target build consensus on the DOK level for that
target. Consider more than the verb!
9. Discuss a possible summative assessment.
10. Consider which targets will need a common formative assessment
during the unit of instruction and what those CFAs might look like.
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Unwrapping Template
Standard: Identify the main topic of a multi-paragraph text as well as the
focus of specific paragraphs within the text. 2RI.2

What will
Students
Do?

Identify

Know
Identify

With What
Knowledge or
Concept? (

In What Context? DOK Common
Formative
Assessment

The main topic

Of a multiparagraph
informational text

2

The term “main
topic”

1

The details from
the text used to
identify the main
topic

2

Identify

The focus of
specific
paragraphs

Distinguish

Important
information from
single details

2

Ways authors
signal an
important idea

1

Know

Of a multiparagraph
informational text

2

Summative Assessment:
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Unwrapping Template
Standard: Use a combination of drawing, dictating, and writing to narrate
a single event or several loosely linked events, tell about the events in
the order in which they occurred, K.W.3
What will Students
Do?

With What
Knowledge or
Concept?

In What
Context?

DOK Common
Formative
Assessment

Use a
combination of
drawing, dictating,
and writing

To narrate single
real event or
several loosely
linked events

2

1

Tell

About the events in
the order in which
they occurred

Use a combination
of drawing,
dictating, and
writing

To narrate a single
made up event or
several loosely
linked events.

2

Use

Beginning, middle
and end in their
story

1

Summative Assessment:
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Stage 3

Continues to choose topic on which to
write.

First Nine Weeks
-Stage 1
+Stage 2

Uses medial/vowel sounds.

May use spaces between words.

Can read back the text.

Uses more conventional spelling.
Uses capitalization.
Uses ending punctuation: !?
Uses descriptive language.

Uses spaces between words consistently.
Writes most sounds in words.
Begins to use capitalization: “I”
May use ending punctuation.
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Third Nine Weeks
-Stage 1, 2, 3
+Stage 4

Fourth Nine Weeks
-Stage 1, 2, 3, 4
+Stage 5

Elaborates on a topic.

Uses editing skills with teacher support.

Uses blends and diagraphs.

Stage 6

Begins a new piece when finished.

Shows stamina for writing.

Uses correct directional movement.

Writes in logical sequence.

Second Nine Weeks
-Stage 1,2
+Stage 3

Connects more than one thought on a
topic.

Stage 5

Uses high frequency words.

Begins to label pictures with initial
consonant sound.

Choose topics on which to write or draw.

Stage 4

Uses initial and ending consonants to
represent words.

Able to tell about drawing.

Stringing letter may appear.

Is able to tell a story about drawing.

Draws pictures with details.

Able to tell about drawing.

More emphasis on writing than drawing.

Communicates ideas through drawing.

Communicates ideas through drawing.

Stage 1

Stages of Kindergarten Writing (underlined are essential)
Stage 2

8

Extends
4
N/A

Supports details with
personal
connections or
feelings.

Uses a variety of
temporal words to
signal events.

Writes a concluding
sentence that gets
to the heart of the
story.

Writing Target

1.W.03.1
Write a narrative in
which students
recount two or more
sequenced events.
(Cycle 1, 3, 5)

1.W.03.2
Write a narrative
including some
details regarding
what happened.
(Cycle 3, 5)

1.W.03.3-3
Write a narrative
using temporal words
to signal event order.
(Cycle 1, 3, 5)

1.W.03.4-3.0
Write a narrative that
provides some sense
of closure.
(Cycle 5)

Attempts to write a
concluding sentence.
(For example: And then I
went home.)

Uses some temporal
words to signal events.

Writes one or two details
that elaborates on
events from the story or
experience.

Writes one or two events
from a story or
experience, but may not
be related to one
another.

Below
2
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Writes a concluding
sentence that is
connected to the rest of
the text.

Uses temporal words to
signal events.

Writes two or more
details that elaborates
on events from the story
or experience.

Writes two or more
appropriately
sequenced events from
a story or experience.

Meets
3

First Grade Narrative Rubric

Does not write a
concluding
sentence.

Makes attempts to
use temporal
words.

Does not elaborate
on events from the
story or
experience.

Draws and/or
labels a picture of
an event or
experience.

Well Below
1

Unwrapping Template
Standard: Students know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in
decoding words:
a. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant diagraphs.
b. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
c. Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel
sounds.
d. Use knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the
number of syllables in a printed word.
e. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into
syllables.
f. Rad words with inflectional endings.
g. Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words. 1.RF.3
What will
Students Do?

With What Knowledge or
Concept?

In What Context?

DOK

Know

1

2, 4

Spelling and sound
correspondences for
common diagraphs

Decode
1,2,3,4

Regularly spelled onesyllable words

1

Know
2,3,4

Final -e conventions

For long vowel
sounds

1

Know
3,4

Common vowel team
conventions

For long vowel
sounds

1

Use
4

Knowledge that every
syllable must have a vowel
sound

To determine the
number of syllables
in a printed word

1

Decode
4

Two syllable words
following basic patterns

By breaking the
words into syllables

1

Read
1,4

Words

With inflectional
endings

1

Recognize
and read
1,2,3,4

Grade appropriate
irregularly spelled words

Common
Formative
Assessment

1

Summative Assessment:
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DOK 1

DOK 2

DOK 3

DOK 4
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Social Studies
•recall facts, terms, concepts, trends
•recognize or identify specific
information contained in maps,
charts, tables, graphs, or diagrams

ELA
•identify figurative language
•fluency
•know vocabulary
•use punctuation correctly

•compare or contrast people,
places, events and concepts
•convert information from one form
to another
•give an example
•classify or sort items into meaningful
categories
•describe, interpret, or explain issue
and problems, patterns, reasons,
cause and effect, significance or
impact, points of view
•use evidence
•draw conclusions
•apply concepts to new situations
•use concepts to solve problems
•analyze similarities and differences
in issues and problems
•propose and evaluate solutions to
problems
•recognize and explain
misconceptions
•make connections across time and
place to explain a concept.

•low level comprehension (right
there questions)
•simple inferences
•using context clues
•predict outcome
•summarizing
•first draft writing
•notetaking
•outlining

•analyze and synthesize information
from multiple sources
•examine and explain alternate
perspectives
•illustrate how common themes and
concepts are found across time and
place
•make predictions with evidence
•develop a logical argument
•plan an develop solutions to
problems

•analyze and synthesize from
multiple sources
•explain alternate perspective from
a variety of sources
•Define similar themes over a variety
of texts
•writing with voice
•writing with information from a
variety of sources

•explain, generalize, or connect
ideas
•how author’s purpose affects the
text
•summarize info from several
sources
•identify abstract themes
•writing for different purposes
(awareness of audience)
•using complex structures and ideas
in writing
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DOK 1
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Math
•knowing math facts
•apply an algorithm or formula

DOK 2

•make a decision about how to
approach a problem
•at least 2 step problems
•interpret info from table or graph
(simple)

DOK 3

•make conjectures
•draw conclusions
•justify reasoning especially when
tasks have more than one right
answer
•citing evidence

DOK 4

•requires complex thinking over a
period of time (with different tasks)
•requires planning
•making connections between a
finding and related concepts
•critiquing design

Science
•definition
•simple procedure (one step)
•know a formula
•represent in words or diagrams a
concept or relationship
•specify and explain the relationship
between facts, terms properties, or
variables
•Describe and explain examples
and non-examples of science
concepts
•Select a procedure according to
specified criteria and perform it
•Formulate routine problem given
data and conditions
•Organize, represent, and interpret
data
•Explain their thinking about an
answer
•Identify research questions and
design investigations for a scientific
problem
•Solve non-routine problems
•Develop a scientific model for a
complex situation
•Form conclusions from
experimental data
•complex reasoning, experimental
design and planning
•Based on provided data from a
complex experiment that is novel to
the student, deduct the
fundamental relationship between
several controlled variables.
• Conduct an investigation, from
specifying a problem to designing
and carrying out an experiment, to
analyzing its data and forming
conclusions
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“T” Time for Elephants 2nd Grade ELA
Three interesting things about an elephant begin with the letter T—
trunk, tusk, and teeth.

1

2

12

An elephant’s trunk has over forty thousand muscles and tendons. The
trunk is a combination of the nose and the upper lip. An elephant uses
its trunk for picking things up. It also uses its trunk for smelling.
An elephant has two tusks. The tusks are made of ivory. The tusks grow
from the elephant’s upper jaw. An elephant has thee two “teeth instead
of incisor teeth. The tusks grow throughout an elephant’s life. An
elephant uses its tusks to drill for water and to dig up food.

3

All African elephants have tusks. Only some Asian male elephants have
tusks. Some female Asian elephants also have tusks, but they are very
small and hidden inside the mouth.

4

An elephant also has four other teeth. These teeth are molars. An
elephant has one upper molar and one lower molar on each side of its
mouth. Because an elephant eats a lot of plants, its molars get ground
down. Ne molars move in to replace the old molars about every ten
years. An elephant gets up to six sets of molars over it’s lifetime.
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Grade 2 Reading Common Formative Assessment
Name:___________________________________Date:___________________
Learning Target 1: Identify the main topic of a multiparagraph text.
Learning Target 2: Identify the focus of specific paragraphs within the text.

Directions: After reading the text about elephants, answer the following
questions using complete sentences.
1. What is the main topic of the whole text?
_______________________________________________________________________
2. What information did you use to decide the main topic?
_______________________________________________________________________
3. What paragraph talks mainly about an elephant’s trunk?
_______________________________________________________________________
4. What does paragraph #4 mainly talk about?
_______________________________________________________________________
5. Elephants use their tusks in many ways. Which paragraph tells about this?
_________________________________________________________________________
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1st Grade Cycle 4 Trimester 2 Foundational Skills CFA
Name ____________________________________

Date: ________________

1.FS.02a (3.0): Distinguish long from short vowel sounds in spoken single-syllable words.
Directions: Student will identify whether a word contains a long or short vowel sound. This
assessment will be given in a whole group setting.
Teacher says: “I am going to read some words to you. You will circle either Long or Short. Look
at the picture and listen to the word as I say it.”
After you say each word, have the students circle whether it is a long or short vowel sound.

1. cake
2. pig
3. cup
4. queen
5. pot
6. bike
7. nest
8. flag

14

Meets

Student identifies 6-8 of the vowel sounds
correctly.

Does Not Meet - Administer 2.0

Student identifies less than 6 of the vowel
sounds correctly.

1st Grade Cycle 4 Trimester 2 Foundational Skills CFA
Name : ____________________________

Date: ________________________

1.
short a

long a

short i

long i

short u

long u

short e

long e

2.

3.

4.

5.

15

1st Grade Cycle 4 Trimester 2 Foundational Skills CFA

short o

long o

short i

long i

short e

long e

short a

long a

6.

7.

8.
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Meets

Student identifies 6-8 of the vowel sounds
correctly.

Does Not Meet - Administer 2.0

Student identifies less than 6 of the vowel
sounds correctly.

Obtrusive Formative Assessment: Obtrusive assessments interrupt the normal
flow of activity in the classroom. Instruction does not occur during these
types of assessments. Instead instruction stops while students “take the
assessment” (consequently the term obtrusive).
Unobtrusive Formative Assessment: Unobtrusive assessments do not interrupt
the flow of instruction and students might not even be aware that they are
assessed during an unobtrusive assessment.

Choosing an Appropriate Assessment
Type of
Examples Advantages Disadvantages
Assessment
in
Practice
Selected
Response

Constructed
Response

Performance

Validity—Does the assessment assess what we wanted it to assess? Will it tell
me whether or not the students learned the material I wanted them to learn?
Reliability--Can I rely on the information to make decisions about what to do
next for my students? Does it tell me with confidence whether the student is
ready to move on or if (s)he needs more time and support?
Making Assessments Valid
Unwrap standards into the learning target to clearly uncover the important
knowledge and skills we want to teach and assess.
Create an assessment planning chart to assure that we have assessed each
of those targets at the level we expect students to reach.
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Assessment Planning
• Identify the specific targets to be assessed. (1 or 2 work best)
• Determine the level of cognitive demand. (What kind of thinking?)
• Decide what type of assessment items and how many to use.
– Selected Response for knowledge, application, analysis
– Constructed Response for higher level
• Consider how much time the assessment will take.
What Targets Should We Choose?
Should be targets that are essential for student learning:
– Targets that are often difficult or lead to misconceptions
– Targets that are prerequisite to future learning
– Targets that are absolutely necessary for students to know
You accomplish more reliable teacher-created assessments by:
1. Having enough items for each target so that a student isn’t able to guess
the answers and appear “proficient” or misread items and appear “not
proficient.”
2. Assuring that items are constructed with good format to minimize
misunderstanding or guessing.
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3 constructed
response

Identify the focus of
specific paragraphs of
a multi-paragraph text

DOK 3
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1 constructed
response

Identify the details from
the text used to identify
the main topic

DOK 2

1 constructed
response

DOK 1

Level of Cognitive Demand

Identify the main topic
of a multi-paragraph
text

Content/
Targets

Assessment Planning Chart
DOK 4

2 of 3 correct
answers

Proficiency on
the rubric

Correct answer

What will
proficiency look
like?

20

Content/
Targets
DOK 1

DOK 3
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DOK 2

Level of Cognitive Demand

Assessment Planning Chart
DOK 4

What will
proficiency look
like?

Consider the stimulus:
•The stimulus is the information provided to the student prior to the question.
•In math, it may include graphs or charts to interpret.
•In ELA it may include a piece of text or video.
Considerations for ELA stimulus
•The passage must reflect the learning target being assessed, e.g.,
firsthand/secondhand account, two articles on the same event or topic.
•The passage must be the appropriate Lexile level (measure of text
complexity.
•The passage must be an appropriate length which may mean it’s an
excerpt.

1

Typical Lexile Measures by Grade
BR120L to 295l

2

170L to 545L

3

415L to 760L

4

635L to 950L

5

770L to 1080L

6

855 L to 1165L

Finding Texts
•Begin with Appendix B from CCSS
•Magazines: Time for Kids, National Geographic, Scholastic
•newsela.com
•ReadWorks.org
•Review your leveled readers and guided reading materials
Considerations for Math Stimulus
•Providing stimulus information often raises the rigor, e.g., asking students to
analyze charts or graphs to gather information.
•Be cautious about providing too many distracting pieces of stimulus
information.
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Identify the main topic and retell key
details of a
text.
Describe the connection between
two individuals, events, ideas, or
pieces of information
in a text.
Ask and answer questions to help
determine or
clarify the meaning of words and
phrases in a
text.
Know and use various text features
(e.g.,
headings, tables of contents,
glossaries,
electronic menus, icons) to locate key
facts or
information in a text.

With prompting and support, identify
the main topic and retell key details
of a text.

With prompting and support, describe
the connection between two
individuals, events,
ideas, or pieces of information in a
text.

With prompting and support, ask and
answer questions about unknown
words in a text.

Identify the front cover, back cover,
and title page of a book.

2

3

4

5

Know and use various informational
text features (e.g., captions, bold
print, subheading, glossaries, indexes,
electronic menus, icons) to locate key
facts or information in a text
efficiently.

Determine the meaning of words and
phrases in informational text relevant
to a grade 2 topic or subject area.

Describe the connection between a
series of historical events, scientific
ideas or concepts or steps in
technical procedures in an
informational text.

Identify the main topic of a multiparagraph text as well as the focus on
specific paragraphs within
informational text.

Ask and answer such questions as
who, what, where, when , why and
how to demonstrate understanding of
key details in informational text.
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Ask and answer questions about key
details in a text.

With prompting and support, ask and
answer questions about key details in
a text.

1

Using a Learning Progression to Write Assessment Items and Respond to Students
Informational Text
K
1
2
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Use the illustrations and details in a
text to
describe its key ideas.

Identify the reasons an author gives to
support
points in a text.

Identify basic similarities in and
differences
between two texts on the same topic
(e.g., in
illustrations, descriptions, or
procedures).

With prompting and support, describe
the relationship between illustrations
and the text in which they appear
(e.g., what person, place,
thing, or idea in the text an illustration
depicts).

With prompting and support, identify
the reasons an author gives to support
points in a text.

With prompting and support, identify
basic similarities in and differences
between two texts on the same topic
(e.g., in illustrations, descriptions, or
procedures).

7

8

9

2

Compare and contrast the important
points presented by two informational
texts on the same topic.

Describe how reasons support specific
points
the
author
makes
in
informational text.

Explain how specific images (e.g., a
diagram showing how a machine
works) contribute to and clarify an
informational text.

Identify the main purpose of
informational text, including what the
author wants to answer, explain or
describe.
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Distinguish between information
provided by
pictures or other illustrations and
information
provided by the words in a text.

Name the author and illustrator of a
text and define the role of each in
presenting the ideas or
information in a text

1

6

K

